Whatever you do... whatever you do for your operation? (See www.ricelake.com to learn more about the 920i and how our revolutionary programming tools bring a new level of versatility and simplicity to your operation.)

What can the 920i do for your operation?

The 920i is built with best-in-class core features that allow you to control your process with unprecedented efficiency. From there, it’s up to you. With a unique modular design and tools that simplify custom programming, the 920i can be and do exactly what your process requires.
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Add advanced diagnostics to the 920i with the optional iQUBE digital diagnostic junction box. Add advanced diagnostics to the 920i with the optional iQUBE digital diagnostic junction box.
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Your Rice Lake Weighing Systems distributor is:

• Profibus
• ControlNet
• Allen-Bradley
• DeviceNet

Communication protocol cards

• EtherNet/IP
• Ethernet TCP/IP 10/100 Base-T

Model-Specific Features

• Remote I/O
• Multiple range/internal weighing
• Audit Trail Tracking and Alibi storage
• Peak hold, rate of change

Options/Accessories

• Four bidirectional
• Multiple range/internal weighing
• User-programmable 512K flash memory
• ESP event-driven processing
• Programmable ticket formats - 20 auxiliary print formats
• Programmable ticket formats - 20 auxiliary print formats

Enclosure Options

• Accommodates four option cards (optionally up to 960/second functions per screen)
• Accommodates four option cards (optionally up to 960/second functions per screen)

Wall Mount

• Multiple screens (page control)
• Right/center display layout
• Right/center display layout

Menu Options

• Touchscreen
• Multiple screen (page control)
• Multiple screen (page control)

Common Applications

• General purpose
• Multiple screen (page control)
• Multiple screen (page control)

Approvals

• Panel mount cUL listed
• Wall mount cUL recognized
• Wall mount cUL recognized

Specifications subject to change without notice

A = 9.1”  B = 5”  C = 11.6”

A = 14.3”  B = 18”  C = 6.75”

A = 11”  B = 5.8”  C = 10.8”

A = 10.5”  B = 4.5”  C = 11.5”

www.ricelake.com
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Whatever you imagine... i can do it easier, faster and smarter.

Simplicity, ultimate flexibility, infinite power. i am different.

Yes, the revolutionary 920i is indeed different. Different, yet intuitively familiar for even the least experienced operators. The 920i is truly the first of its kind to blend revolutionarily intuitive interfaces, total flexibility and ultimate processing performance with the simplicity of basic weight meters.

We took several key features from weight instruments, PLCs and computers, incorporated existing state-of-the-art electronics and wrapped them in virtually indestructible packaging options to deliver the most advanced programmable instrumentation the industry has ever seen.

Adding an entirely new dimension in flexibility for solution providers and users alike, the 920i delivers simplified customization at a fraction of the cost of traditional process instrumentation. From tailored "basic" weighing, to complex process automation, the 920i gives you exactly what you need, exactly the way you want it.
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